When farmer Ian Dennis and his wife Janine decided to turn their dream of running a
wedding venue into a reality, they had a clear vision of what they wanted.
Turning the grain store and barns into a luxury wedding destination would require a
complete transformation, with new utilities, huge amounts of building work and trades,
plus a key attention to detail to ensure that the venue had the desired high-end finish.

In order to support with the project management, the family sought
assistance from Simon Claydon and his team at MKM Selby.
Throughout the two and a half year development, Simon worked
closely with Ian, Janine, various trades and suppliers, including
HiB, to bring the Oakwood and Ryther venue to fruition.
Talking about the project, owner Ian Dennis said: “We had a clear
vision of what we wanted the venue to look like and Simon was key
to helping us achieving that overall look and finish. It was important
to us to get the right, skilled tradesman to complete the works to
the high standard we expected, plus the right suppliers to provide
quality fixtures, fittings and furniture to complete the look. Among
those details were the accessories needed for the bathrooms.

“The mirrors HiB provided were fantastic
and they look great. We’re really pleased
with them and the effect they have in the
ensuite bathrooms and in the ladies toilets.”
As part of the project, HiB worked closely with MKM to provide a
range of products which enhanced the bathroom spaces while
also being practical. The team spent time understanding the
needs of the customers and each individual space, in order to
suggest ranges that would complement the chosen designs and
styles.
Among the mirrors included in The Oakwood at Ryther on-site
accommodation were the Solas, Theme and Air mirrors, which
both offer stunning illumination and an outstanding finish.

Discussing the project, HiB Contracts Coordinator Sophie Watts, said:

“It was incredibly important to us to make sure that we could
provide products that offered the luxurious, high end feel to
match the finish of the rooms, but it was also important for us to
go the extra mile in terms of service and flexibility. By listening to
the needs of the owner and the developer, we were able to
present a number of options to suit the requirement and make
suggestions of how best to maximise their potential.
“We’re thrilled to have been able to work on such a beautiful
venue and have the opportunity to provide products that not only
complement the individual character of each room but also
provide a practical use to the guests and wedding parties who
will be enjoying their special day.”
The Oakwood at Ryther venue was presented to the public at a highly
anticipated open day event, where couples could peruse the ceremony and
reception rooms plus the on-site accommodation and grounds.

CLICK HERE FOR
A VIDEO TOUR

• Theme 60cm Mirror
• Sphere 60cm Mirror
• Air 50 Mirror
• Air 60 Mirror
• Georgia 60 Mirror
• Triumph 50 Mirror
• Triumph 60 Mirror
• Ambience 120 Mirror
• Globe 140 Mirror
• Vega 120 Mirror
• Element 120 Mirror

For more information about The
Oakwood at Ryther wedding venue
CLICK HERE
To find out more about how the
development was supported by
MKM Selby
CLICK HERE
For more details about HiB’s Contract
Department, including our product
and service capabilities
CLICK HERE

